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boat of Interest
storage. There’s even more storage
under the counter next to the refrigerator and freezer. Aft of the galley is a full
head with shower, sink and vanity. You’ll
appreciate the full-size stand-up rod
locker on the aft bulkhead.
The interior is not the Taj Mahal,
but given the space constraints inherent in the walkaround layout, the guys
at Release did a heck of a job on the 46.
They made sure that there’s plenty of
room and accommodations to allow a
crew to stay aboard while delivering
the boat to a fishing spot for the season
or for a couple of people to live aboard
on a trip.
The folks at Release stepped out of the
box, intending to create a niche for the
serious fish head looking for something
unique, customized and completely
functional — the result is the wellthought-out and nicely executed Release
46. I’m looking forward to seeing who’s
going to challenge the record books on
one of these precise fishing tools.

“the folks at release stepped out of the box,
intending to create a niche for the serious fish
head looking for something unique, customized and completely functional.”
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The spacious helm deck comes with a
great L-shaped settee to port with plenty
of storage underneath. Behind the single
helm chair to starboard, you’ll also find
another bench seat with storage under.
However, this can be set up as a cabinet
with storage and a grill, or any other
configuration based on your needs. The
helm features a gorgeous teak helm pod
with single-lever controls. An electronics cabinet floats over the helm and can
fit three 12-inch screens or two 15-inch
screens, all easily accessed within arm’s
reach of the operator.
interior

The cabin entrance is offset to port
and three steps down, in a nice cabin
featuring a V-berth forward with storage
under. On the port side you can either
have a sofa settee with storage under
or a nice raised bunk, with rod-locker
storage under and three huge pull-out
storage drawers under that, which is
what our test boat had. To starboard is
a galley countertop with two-burner
cooktop, overhead microwave and

sPeCifiCations
Length:
Beam:
Draft:
DeaDrise:
DispLacement:
fueL:
Water:
poWer:

45'11"
15'
42"
12.7 degrees
33,000 pounds
600 gallons
100 gallons
twin cummins
osM11-715 hp
Zeus pods
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You’ll find plenty of space when walking forward around the helm deck to get
to the bow. To help ease tying off, the
boat has pull-up spring cleats forward
and aft, as well as two pull-up bow cleats.
The 46 we tested was festooned with
30 gunwale-mounted rod holders around
her perimeter. We’re talking plenty of
baits in the water and plenty of room for
the rods and kite rods. You’ll also find
two pressurized 10-gallon feeder wells
forward, as well as a huge anchor locker
for plenty of rode and chain. Our test
boat came with a windlass and anchor
chute — great features that make it easier
to anchor up and catch bait on the patch
or lock up on a wreck.
Mezzanine seating comes with storage
underneath, but you can also plumb for
refrigeration. However, an Eskimo ice
maker already dumps into the bin under
the single seat to starboard. Behind
the mezzanine seating to port is a deep
chest freezer outboard with a similarly
deep refrigerator inboard. A sink, with
foldaway faucet for easy cockpit cleanup,
sits to starboard.
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